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Abstract—The cost and complexity of existing interconnects prevent designing datacenter racks tailored to emerging applications such as machine learning. We introduce the PINE interconnect (Photonically Interconnected datacenter Elements), in which compute, memory or storage modules are flexibly combined through one-model-fits-all embedded photonic connectivity and better utilize distant resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent explosive growth in data analytics that rely on machine and deep learning stress computation and communication for training, which has led to broader adoption of GPUs and accelerators. However, currently resources in datacenters are largely organized according to legacy architectures with static node configurations [1]. In applications such as machine learning, existing node architectures result in idling distant resources. Utilizing these resources efficiently calls for a disaggregated architecture that aims to provide a flexible configuration of virtual servers that extend beyond the traditional server blade (Figure 1). However, this relies on high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnects that provide equidistant communication within the elements composing the supernodes within which virtual servers are assembled. This interconnect must furthermore be energy efficient.

We aim to address these challenges and by doing so provide a $2 \times$ improvement in performance over power for future deep learning optimized datacenters. To realised this, we combine technological advances in photonics with a reconfigurable optical network that spans across nodes so as to make distant resources logically appear local by providing speed-of-light latency. Photonic Integrated Networked Energy efficient datacenter (PINE) has three key thrusts.

II. ENERGY-BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZED OPTICAL LINKS

PINE builds on silicon photonics-based optical interconnect composed of ultra-low power links seamlessly interconnecting modules of diverse types, and of numerous and strategically placed low-to-medium radix optical switches. As recently demonstrated [2], lightweight, strategically disposed low optical loss switches can enable optical bandwidth steering mechanisms that dramatically improve compute performance and energy efficiency. The PINE silicon photonic physical layer is designed by our multi-component parameter optimization to deliver high-bandwidth energy-efficient links [3]. We will leverage stable wavelength comb sources based on dispersion-engineered Si3N4 microring resonator [4], develop custom, energy optimized drivers and receivers in 28nm CMOS, and fabricate optical devices within the AIM photonics manufacturing ecosystem.

III. EMBEDDED SILICON PHOTONIC CONNECTIVITY INTO MCMs

The PINE concept fundamentally relies on optically connected optically connected MCMs (multi-chip modules),
which can be compute-type, memory-type, or switch-type. Building on our highly energy efficient links, we can provision abundant amounts of bandwidth around each MCM, solving most bottlenecks present in current server architectures including to memory. Speed of light latency of silicon photonics links will also allow, for instance, a CPU to directly communicate with a distant memory MCM, in case this CPU requires more memory. Optically connected MCMs open the path to totally disaggregated servers and racks, and enables datacenter tasks to straddle over multiple potentially hundreds of MCMs at almost no performance penalty compared to a single server. Thus PINE can assemble application-specific nodes out of modules of various types. Figure 2 illustrates one such example.

IV. BANDWIDTH STEERING FOR FLEXIBLE CONNECTIVITY ADAPTATION

The PINE concept also introduces the notion of bandwidth steering through optical switching. A PINE datacenter will allow the connectivity among optically connected MCMs to be rewired by means of integrated optical switches. This reconfiguration capability could for instance be exploited to wire MCMs in a way that recreates small servers similar to the ones available in today’s datacenter or turn the whole datacenter into a single server involving all MCMs. We achieve this by dynamically matching optical connections to the dominant flows of an application. We ensure full connectivity by adding optical connections as needed and routing traffic through intermediate nodes. An example is shown in Figure 3.

V. IMPACT

PINE offers a promising solution for handling machine learning workloads given the vast demands for interconnect latency, bandwidth, but also the dramatically different node configurations and bandwidth allocations to serve these distinct workloads or phases of the same application such as training or inference. In addition, “disaggregated rack” is a concept of catalog purchasing from a limited menu of node designs and allocating the resources dynamically from these different node types on an as-needed basis across the rack. Datacenter operators are motivated to support this kind of disaggregation because it enables more flexible sharing of hardware resources. However, a conventional Ethernet fabric is a severe inhibitor to efficient resource sharing. The ability for a task to straddle over an almost infinite number of components guarantees ultimate scalability.

Finally, now that 3D stacked memory such as HMC or HBM cost per bit for capacity is getting close to that of conventional DDR, packaging is the only barrier to a technology that can deliver the bandwidth of HBM with the capacity of DDR. The problem is that silicon carrier (the current preferred technology) has limited available surface area to provide capacity for a co-located CPU chip. As a result, we can get necessary bandwidth within the MCM, but not the desired capacity. PINE’s photonic technology promises to deliver high bandwidth access to memory with little dependency on physical distance to increase capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

PINE combines advances in photonics offering high-bandwidth and low-latency optical communication inside and outside of modules, with bandwidth steering to architecturally group together local and distant resources and thus exactly provision the right balance of resources for a given computation. Though these advancements PINE aims for a system-wide 2\times performance over energy increase for applications such as machine learning.
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